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This thesis, presented in a diary-based format, examines seven weekly portfolio reports 

detailing learning experiences and activities across various projects at FIRMA, an ICT-

focused company, and a student-driven project learning environment at Turku University 

of Applied Sciences (TUAS). The reports provide insight into daily responsibilities and 

track professional growth in roles as a Web Developer and Quality Assurance Specialist 

within two distinct internal projects at FIRMA.  

 

A daily learning diary was maintained, with weekly summary analyses reviewing tasks 

completed, challenges faced, and goals achieved. This diary details the creation of a 

marketing website using WordPress Software in the Web Developer role and 

encompasses tasks performed as a Quality Assurance Specialist, including code 

reviews, software testing, and audit reports. The thesis aimed to reflect on and analyze 

the knowledge, skills, and experiences acquired during the reporting period. 

 

In the rapidly evolving technological landscape, the seven-week duration of this project 

offered fresh perspectives and personal challenges, emphasizing skill development and 

adaptability to new challenges. The importance of time and project management was 

underscored in the professional work placement. The thesis demonstrates the value of 

reflecting on daily progress, self-assessment, and analysis of work as a software 

engineer.  
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1 Introduction 

This 7-week thesis diary analysis, starting from (the 19th of June to the 4th of August 

2023) explains the author’s day-to-day tasks and challenges as a Web developer and a 

Quality Assurance specialist. The diary report thesis has been divided into three major 

parts, descriptions of the projects, learning diaries and conclusion explaining about 

development tools and software that have been used during this entire period and the 

working environment as well as skills and goals from this professional work placement.  

 

This thesis, adopting a diary-based approach, scrutinizes seven weekly portfolio reports 

that elucidate learning experiences and activities within diverse projects at FIRMA, an 

ICT-centric company, and in a student-led project environment at Turku University of 

Applied Sciences (TUAS). These reports offer insights into routine duties and chronicle 

professional advancement in roles as a Web Developer and Quality Assurance Specialist 

in two unique internal projects at FIRMA. 

 

A daily learning diary was consistently kept, complemented by weekly summary analyses 

that evaluated completed tasks, encountered challenges, and the attainment of set 

goals. The diary documents the process of developing a marketing website using 

WordPress Software from the vantage point of a Web Developer and includes a range 

of tasks undertaken in the Quality Assurance Specialist role, such as conducting code 

reviews, performing software testing, and generating audit reports. The thesis 

endeavours to scrutinize and interpret the knowledge, skills, and experiences gained 

throughout this period. 

 

In the context of a rapidly transforming technological sphere, the seven-week timeline of 

this endeavour presented novel viewpoints and individual challenges, focusing on skill 

enhancement and the capacity to adapt to emerging challenges. The critical roles of time 

management and project coordination were emphasized during the professional work 

placement. This thesis underscores the significance of documenting daily progress, 

conducting self-assessments, and critically analysing one's contributions as a software 

engineer. 

 

1.1 Working Environment 

 The FIRMA (theFirma n.d.) is a student-driven learning environment and an ICT-

concerned company, working with real-life projects in Turku University of Applied 

Sciences (TUAS). It is an open platform for all the TUAS students to learn as it is a 
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student-centred learning environment consisting of nearly 100 employees including the 

Student CEO, project managers, and project team members working as a developer, 

software testers, auditors, UI/UX designers and so on with around 50 different internal 

and external projects. The author has been doing both the internal and external projects 

of the FIRMA as the previous internships as well as different ICT courses projects for 3 

long years and the FIRMA office premises have always been the second home where 

the author re-think, re-set and re-start herself.  

 

The FIRMA is one of the best working environments to students who are interested to 

boost their knowledge, skills, and experiences in their related fields because all the 

project members are assigned to the various projects according to the interests of 

learning fields and distinct categories. Each project consists of a Project manager who 

takes the whole responsibility of handling the project, dealing with the customer, and 

conveying the messages to the project members. The tasks are split to all the project 

members according to their level of skills, interests, and experience.  

 

The number of project members depends on the nature of the project, with its type and 

size. Most of the projects consist of three to four project members with a project manager, 

respectively. Multicultural and multidisciplinary teams work together in challenging 

assignments to meet the goals of the projects and their customers. Teamwork is a 

particularly important thing to the development of a software engineer because many 

projects involve professionals in a multidisciplinary approach and aspects where 

leadership and communication are essential to achieve a successful project. 

 

1.2  Development tools  

Both projects during the learning diary period were executed using a handful of well-

known software and development tools. The software and tools vary according to the 

nature and type of the project and the available development tools and software are used 

accordingly. Along with the required software and technologies, soft skills are also 

especially important aspects of the development phase. Teamwork and effective 

communication between project customers, project managers, and project team 

members also play a vital role in the development of the projects. 

 

In the Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT Turku Competence Centre n.d.), the 

author’s task was to build a marketing website using WordPress Software under TUAS 

WordPress theme template and using some of the Figma designs. Some of the 
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embedded coding was created using HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), CSS 

(Cascading Style Sheets) and JavaScript programming languages to enhance the 

marketing web pages for the FIT website. The author had previously worked on some 

projects building a website using WordPress software and Figma designs, so it was easy 

for an author to work on this project and create a marketing website. 

 

1.2.1 WordPress 

WordPress (WordPress n.d.) is a web content management system for creating 

WordPress websites. It is also known as WP or WordPress org. or often called self-

hosted WordPress. Firstly, WP was created as a tool to publish blogs but later, it evolved 

for publishing websites, web content, internet forum and learning management systems. 

WordPress has been popular recently because of its simplicity and versatility. With its 

wide themes and plugins, it is ideal for creating a personal project or for online 

businesses. WordPress is written in PHP language and later paired with MySQL and 

MariaDB database. It is an open-source content management system which is licensed 

under GPLv2. This software can be used or modified by anyone free of cost where we 

can create our own type of website using WordPress such as business websites and e-

commerce stores. Blogs, resumes, portfolios, social networks and so on. It is used by 

individuals, big and small businesses.  

 

1.2.2 Figma 

Figma is a free, online UI (User Interface) tool, which provides a platform for teams to 

create, design, develop, collaborate, prototype, and collect feedback in one Space. It 

offers features such as multiplayer editing, team libraries, and contextual feedback and 

works on Windows, Chrome, Mac, and Linux. All our work is autosaved and we can 

access Figma’s version history, and it does not need to be installed separately. It is the 

first design tool that combined the accessibility of the web with the functionality of a native 

app. Its capabilities extend beyond just UI/UX design and it has been adopted by a wide 

range of industries and professions. Also, it is a popular choice for creating wireframes 

and prototypes of digital products. Wireframing in Figma is quick and efficient. It is an 

excellent platform for building and keeping design systems and style guides. Thus, it is 

a highly versatile design tool with a wide range of applications, from UI/UX design and 

prototyping to graphic design, illustration, and even user testing.  

 

In the Quality Assurance (Q/A) project, the goal of the project was to perform quality 

assurance on the FIRMA’s projects and processes. This was achieved through auditing 
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and testing of the projects, including software testing, code reviews, website reviews and 

auditing the projects. Author did the GUI test and BUG test for the software testing of the 

projects. The purpose of the project was to ensure that projects were up to the standards 

set by FIRMA and aimed to improve and keep the quality of all the projects at a prominent 

level. The role of the Quality Assurance team is always to help to hand over a successful 

and qualitative project to the customers, which plays a vital role in completing the whole 

project smoothly and efficiently.  

 

1.2.3  GUI test 

The Graphic User Interface (GUI) (Computer Hope n.d.), also known as UI (User 

Interface) testing is a software testing tool that focuses on the Graphic User Interface of 

the software to ensure all the functionality of the software application function works as 

per its specification by checking screens and controls such as menus, buttons, icons, 

text, and font styles and so on. It involves the blend of manual and automated testing. It 

aims for the end users to enjoy an uncomplicated and problem-free, hassle-free 

experience by focusing on the design of the app, its colour and whether it is easy to 

navigate or not. The success of a software product immensely depends upon how the 

GUI interacts with the user and the ease of using its various features, which is particularly 

important.  

 

1.2.4  BUG Test 

The Bug test, (TESTFORT N.D.) which aims to detect the bugs or errors in the software 

that cause malfunction. With the bug test, we will be able to monitor bugs during software 

testing. We identify whether a software product or application is doing what it is supposed 

to do or not. Thus, bug testing helps to prevent distractions, lowering the development 

cost estimations and so on by improving its performance. If we encounter a bug during 

software testing, it gives incorrect data protection, input values, and statements. It is 

caused by a lack of performance errors and communication and if the policy framework 

does not exist. We include the bug's name, id and description, and status while making 

a bug test report.  

 

1.3 Skills and goals 

Working in a group of project team members in a project helps to enhance individual 

knowledge, skills, and experiences. Communication plays a vital role while working in a 

team. After being involved in various projects, the author has built up communication 

skills while also gathering experience and knowledge from the entire team. At the same 
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time, building up a habit of scheduling and having proper pre-plans is especially 

important for time management and project management. Hence, building up 

programming and coding skills, and diving into depth with the ICT-related development 

tools and software are the major priorities of the author’s skills and goals. Working in an 

ICT sector with real projects and customers is quite a challenging aspect. Within this 7-

week interval, the author proved herself to accept risks and problem-solving, multi-

tasking, and time management. 

  

Teamwork often proves more effective than tackling problems alone. The author 

enhanced their ability to work collaboratively with a group or project team, fostering 

healthy discussions around problem-solving and solutions. The evaluation of learning 

and development in professional practice, both as a Web Developer and Quality 

Assurance Specialist, was a key focus. Progress was analysed in relation to tasks 

undertaken, decision-making processes for each problem, and the role of team 

communication in resolving these tasks. This analysis also extended to understanding 

the depth of professional advancement in the ICT sector. 
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2 Descriptions of the projects 

During this 7-week diary analysis, the author was working on two different projects, 

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT) and Quality Assurance (Q/A). Here, the author 

has described the projects and what she did during the professional work placement in 

both projects. Also, the tools and technologies that are used and the software used are 

highlighted in both projects. Since the author’s team started to create an innovative 

marketing website for Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT), it was extremely easy to 

start from the beginning of the project. FIRMA’s WordPress theme template was 

provided to the web developers team which made our project much easier, smoother, 

and efficient. As there was close communication with the project’s customer, all the 

required materials, documents, and so on were provided to the web developer team 

beforehand and updated from time to time according to the recent changes in the project.  

 

On the other hand, the Quality Assurance project is ongoing and will be ongoing until the 

FIRMA company continues. So, the author caught up with the earlier team members who 

worked as a Quality Assurance Specialist in the FIRMA’s project and went through the 

older documentation stored on the Teams channel to continue for the 7-week analysis 

period. The good thing was that during one of the course’s projects, she already worked 

in the Quality Assurance (Q/A) team for a few weeks, so she already had a basic idea of 

how the Q/A team continues to work for a successful and potential handover of projects 

to its customers, respectively.  

 

About the time management for the projects, the author spent 7 weeks full time in the 

work placement every weekday. Since she was involved in two different projects, she 

decided to divide half of the day for Future Interactive Technologies (FIT) and the other 

half of the day for the Quality Assurance (Q/A) project as both projects were equally 

important and challenging as it should be updated weekly in the weekly meetings and 

discussions. In case, if there were some quick meetings because of new changes of the 

project plan or some important discussions and updates of the project, she focused on 

that specific project on that specific day and on the next day tried to balance both projects 

so that the work is updated and going with the right schedule with both of the projects. 

Time management and project management were highlighted mostly during the thesis 

diary analysis.  
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2.1 Futuristic Interactive Technology (FIT)  

FIT is a special competence that uses recently renovated laboratory facilities for 

augmented and virtual reality technology. It is related to applied research on interactive 

technologies such as VR (Virtual Reality), AR (Augmented Reality), and AI in different 

fields such as technology, industry, education, etc. The goal of this project is to create a 

website that can be used for marketing FIT’s services and to work as a work certificate 

for past project members, as closely according to the customer’s vision as possible. The 

services provided by the FIT website are effectiveness studies, usability and user 

experiences, visualization solutions, rapid prototyping, and an applied resource on 

Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality.   

 

Author’s project team created a new and refreshing Website using WordPress software 

which includes layout changes to accommodate challenges created by the Turku UAS 

WordPress theme that is used to create the website, as well as creating both English 

and Finnish versions of the site. The time estimation for developing this website was 7 

weeks. The team had created an entire website using WordPress with some Figma 

designs and layouts.  And some of the embedded codes were used on the website. Basic 

programming languages such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript are used for creating the 

website. At the end of the project, coaching on how to update and keep the site was 

instructed to the customer and all the guidance will be stored in the project’s files and 

folders of the company. The outcome of the project is a website (www-page).  

 

 

2.2  The Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

The Q/A team handles software testing, reviewing codes, and auditing both the internal 

and external projects, which are achieved based on a pre-existing template provided by 

the FIRMA. These reports are then stored in the Teams group created for FIRMA’s Q/A 

team. The team followed various software testing templates such as GUI testing, BUG 

testing, etc. and reviewed codes and web pages as well. At the end, the team makes an 

audit report of various projects at least 2 or 3 times until the project is handed over to the 

customer. Some projects were already completed and there were many more upcoming 

new internal and external projects in FIRMA.  

 

The project has been ongoing and will continue to be ongoing, as the purpose of the 

project is to ensure that projects are up to the standards set by FIRMA. If the quality 

assurance team does not exist, there is no guarantee that projects will follow the FIRMA’s 
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processes. So, without Quality Assurance, no ICT companies will be able to hand over 

successful and qualitative projects to the customers as Q/A aims to improve and maintain 

the quality of all the projects at an elevated level. 

 

2.3  Summary of the projects  

Both projects focus on the development of skills and experiences using different 

technologies and software and it has its own importance and perspective. Teamwork 

and communication play a significant role in completing a project smoothly and 

successfully.  

 

One of the projects focuses on Web development using WordPress software, 

programming languages and Figma design tools. Thus, after completing this project, 

author was able to create a marketing website, learnt basic embedded codes worked on 

a time limit and dealt with the customers and project managers in a real project in the 

ICT sector.  

 

And another project covered an entire task that a Quality Assurance Specialist should 

do such as software testing, codes, and web page reviews, and making an audit report 

at final for a productive and qualitative project. She learned more about software testing 

and code reviews. Also, she conducted audit reports of various internal and external 

projects of FIRMA. Hence, she improved herself to be a successful Quality Assurance 

Specialist in the upcoming future during these 7 weeks diary analysis and assessment. 
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3 Diary Entries 

Here in the diary entries, the overall description and summary of both projects are 

provided for every entire week, and the daily tasks are explained in brief in daily basis 

respectively for both projects. All the recent changes and updates from the weekly 

meeting and discussion as well as a weekly plan of the project are mentioned in the 

weekly summary of both projects. The weekly agenda is discussed briefly in every 

weekly summary.   

  

3.1 First Week (19th June-23rd June)  

 

3.1.1 Objectives  

 

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT) is a project consisting of 4 project members 

including the Project Manager. On the very first day of the diary thesis analysis, the 

author and the project team started the project with a kick-off meeting with the project 

customer, project manager and all the project members at the FIRMA premises. They 

discussed the details of the projects, project requirements, and what the customer wants 

us to do on the project. They were provided the user access to the actual website, and 

they planned for a weekly meeting every week for the update of the project with all the 

project members and project managers. Also, the project customer decided to have a 

meeting with all the project members every two weeks for the follow-up of the task that 

they have been given. The project Manager created the agenda of the project for an 

entire week and decided to make the meeting minutes of every weekly meeting so that 

all our discussions will be documented well and can be accessed easily in future if 

needed. According to the customer’s requirement, they planned to create the different 

pages of the marketing websites and started working on each of their page that was 

divided by the project manager to all the project members, respectively. The author was 

assigned with three different pages for the website, and she started to work on it. The 

(Picture 1.)  shows the first page that she created on the website.  
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Picture 1. Service page for FIT in WordPress.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

Quality Assurance (Q/A) project consists of 3 project members including a Project 

manager. In the very first day of the diary thesis analysis, the author and the project team 

started Q/A projects with kick off meeting with project manager and all the project 

members who were involved in the project. Since, Q/A is the internal project of FIRMA 

so there was no project customer in this project and all tasks and details of the project 

was discussed with the student CEO of the FIRMA.  It is an ongoing project and will be 

ongoing in future of the FIRMA as well. The author and the project team continued this 

project by going through the old documentations that were stored in Q/A team's channel. 

They made a new plan and agenda for the project for an entire week and decided to 

enlist all the projects that was supposed to be tested and audited by our team. They 

planned for a weekly meeting every week for update of the project and decided to update 

the meeting minutes on every weekly meeting so that all the discussions will be 

documented well and can be easily used in the future by other Q/A team members. The 

goal of this week was to start new project for software testing and code reviewing. Also, 

some the projects were ready for auditing so planned to do some audit reports this week. 

So, they divided the tasks to all project members accordingly for a whole week and 

focused on Webpage testing, software testing, code review and some audit reports as 

well. The (Picture2.) shows the FIRMA’s Quality Assurance (Q/A) team’s channel.  
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Picture 2.  Q/A Teams channel.  

  

3.1.2  Weekly analysis  

 

 Monday, 19th June 2023  

 

 Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

In the first day of the first week, the project team started the project with a kick off meeting 

with project manager, all the project members and the project customer. A customer 

provided the details and description of the project to the project team and explained all 

the needs and requirements that they need to do in a project.  All the project members 

were able to login to the website with the user ID provided by the customer. Afterall, they 

made an agenda of the project in details and enlisted the required documents and 

materials from the customer. Since all the project members were familiar with using a 

software WordPress to create a marketing website of FIT, it was quite easy for all of them 

to jump to the project right away.   

 The first plan of the project was to start creating the required pages of the 

websites.  Project manager divided the work accordingly to all the project members. On 

the website, the author worked in three different pages Services, Research and 

Innovation, and Teams. Today she started to create a Service page for the website and 

enlisted the required text, images and other materials that were supposed to use in the 
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Service page. Other project members were working on other pages simultaneously 

according to our weekly plan. She worked on the first topic of service page, Research, 

Development, and innovation. The (Picture 3.) shows the Research and Innovation topic 

in Service page of FIT.  

 

Picture 3. FIT Service Page - Research, Development and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

On the first day of Quality Assurance (Q/A) project, the project members started the 

project with a kick-off meeting with the project manager, Q/A is an internal project of the 

FIRMA, and there was not any project customer in this project. Thus, all the details of 

the projects were provided to the student CEO of the FIRMA. They enlisted all the 

ongoing FIRMA projects and distinguish the projects that are to be audited or to be tested 

and made a weekly plan accordingly. After figuring out the projects, project manager 

divided the projects to the testing team and auditing team. The author was assigned to 

the audit team with the list of projects that were supposed to be audited. Her task was to 

schedule a meeting with the Project Managers whose projects are ready to be audited. 

So, she made the plan accordingly and started sending the meeting invitation to the 

project managers, respectively. She went through all the audit report templates and 

prepared herself to work as an auditor and made an audit report of the given projects. 

As she had already worked in Q/A project during one of the courses, it was familiar with 
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software testing and auditing, which made her much easier to focus on it. The (Picture 

4.) shows the Internal audit report template of TUAS.  

 

  

Picture 4. Internal audit report template TUAS.  

  

Tuesday, 20th June 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

In the 2nd day of the first week, today’s agenda for the Future Interactive Technologies 

(FIT) project was to continue working on a Service page that the author created 

yesterday. Service page in FIT website includes the topics of research, development, 

and innovation, collaborating project, Game and app development, Incubator services 

spin and launch, access to facilities and equipment, training and workshops, intellectual 

property license. She worked on   Collaborating project topic in Service page.   

 Additionally, she added some of the texts and similar pictures which were provided by 

the customer in the kick-off meeting and focused on fixing image size and layouts in the 

web pages. The team decided to use the WordPress component as much as possible 

because all project members were working on different web pages of the FIT website so 
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it might look unmatching and unsimilar. The project team used to discuss all the small 

tasks in the team's channel so that all teams were using the same layouts and font size 

with the texts and images.  The author continued half of the day working on this topic of 

the FIT website. The (Picture 5.) shows the topic, Collaborative Projects, in Service page. 

 

Picture 5. Collaborative projects, Service page FIT.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

The second day of first week’s diary analysis started with the auditing of the project 

named “Nord agent.” It was an external project of the FIRMA where renovation of the old 

webpage was done for the customer in a modern and responsive way. The audit report 

was held on the FIRMA premises. The author followed the audit report template of the 

FIRMA and filled up the form. The audit report was ready to be uploaded to the Q/A 

team's channel for the update of the project. Project manager was informed that the audit 

report was completed, and documentations was done. Later, she sent a meeting 

invitation for the Project manager of the project, “Project Gate” to have the auditing 

tomorrow. Date, time, and place details for auditing was mentioned in the email meeting 

invitation. The (Picture 6.) shows the Audit report sample of the project “Nordagent”.  
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 Picture 6. Audit report of the project “Nordagent.”  

  

Wednesday, 21st June 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)   

Today was the third day of the first week.  Today the author started working on the same 

Service pages and added a new topic, Game, and app development in the FIT 

WordPress.  She spent her first half of the day on (FIT) by adding new topic in the Word 

page. The texts and images provided by the customer was added to the page. She also 

focused on margins and formatting of the page layout. The (Picture 7.) shows the web 

page of the Game and App Development topic of the Service page in FIT.     

 

Picture 7. Game and app Development- Service page FIT.    

   

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  
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The third day of first week’s diary analysis started with the auditing of the project named 

“Project Gate.” It is an internal project of the FIRMA which helps to connects all the 

FIRMA’s projects, Project managers, members, and new TUAS students to apply for the 

project. The audit report was held on the FIRMA premises. Author followed the audit 

report template of the FIRMA and filled up the form. Later, the audit report was ready to 

be uploaded to the Q/A team's channel for the update of the project. Project manager 

was informed that the audit report was completed, and documentations was done. And 

invitation was sent to the Project manager for the first auditing of another new project, 

“Varausapp” for tomorrow. The (Picture 8.) shows the screenshot of the Audit report of 

the project “Project Gate” in the FIRMA.   

 

  

Picture 8. Audit report of the Project “Project Gate.”  

  

Thursday, 22nd June 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):   

Today’s agenda for Future Interactive Technologies (FIT) was fixing the image layouts 

and style in service pages of the website. The author added more text that was required 

in the service page in each topic. Also, she added some embedded codes in WordPress 

for the text and image layouts. Along with it, she focused on the new topic, Incubator 

services spin and launch. The (Picture 9.) shows how the topic, Incubator Service Spin 

and Launch looks in the Service page of FIT.  
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Picture 9. Incubator Service Spin and Launch- Service page FIT.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

Today was the 4th day of 1st week. After other half of the day, the project team held a 

weekly meeting with the Project manager and all project members. The meeting minutes 

was updated for today’s weekly meeting. They discussed about how the project is 

ongoing and how it can be improved in the future. After successfully auditing some of 

the projects, they enlisted the projects that needed to do software testing. Later, Project 

manager divided the tasks accordingly to all the project team member. They were 

supposed to focus on GUI test and BUG test and were provided the pre-theme template 

of the software testing. The author went through GUI test template and prepared herself 

for software testing which would be started next week and later she started the auditing 

of “Varausapp” which was scheduled for today with its project manager. The (Picture 10.) 

shows the Audit report of “Varasuapp” in Q/A.   
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Picture 10. Audit report of “Varasuapp”.  

  

Friday, 23rd June 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):   

On the last day of the first week, the project team had a weekly meeting with project 

manager and all project members. Meeting minutes memos was updated. They 

discussed in a group about the progress in the project and planned an agenda for the 

next week so that all project members can work efficiently. After the meeting, the author 

continued focusing on the margins, scales, and layout format for the entire Service that 

she had create throughout the week and added some of the texts and picture in the 

Service page. Afterall, she added a new topic in service page, Access to facilities and 

equipment. The (Picture 11.) shows the new project topic, Access to Facilities and 

Equipment in the Service page in FIT.  

Picture 11. Access to facilities and equipment-service page FIT.  
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 Quality Assurance (Q/A):   

On the last day of the first week of the diary analysis, the author made all the audit reports 

ready which she did during the entire week. She documented all the audit reports to Q/A 

team's channel for the use in future and easy access. For the next week, she planned to 

continue Q/A project with GUI testing of a project “Diginavi” according to yesterday’s 

weekly meeting and update. And she prepared herself for software testing by going 

through the GUI test templates. The (Picture 12.) shows the GUI testing plan template.   

 

 Picture 12. GUI test template.   

  

3.1.3 Conclusion   

The conclusion of the first week of the diary thesis analysis was that the project team 

reached the goal of the week in both projects.  The author succeeds to complete the 

tasks that were assigned in both projects. She encountered some of the challenges 

during the week, but she coped up with it and came with the solution successfully. The 

author could analyse the professional development skills during the first week of the diary 

thesis report. And she assumed that the daily tasks were depicted in detail as much as 

possible.   

  

3.2  Second Week (26th June – 30th June)  
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3.2.1  Objectives   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

In FIT, the project team followed the first week’s goals and plan and did a checklist of 

whether the first week’s goals were achieved or not as well as added a new agenda for 

the second week. The author focused on images, texts layouts, margins and formatting 

in the web pages that was created last week and some of the new topics in web page 

were added to the FIT website. If everything went according to the plans and schedules, 

the author will be creating a new web page for the Website this week. The project had a 

weekly meeting on Friday with the Project manager and all project members where all 

the work progress, difficulties that was faced during last week, and how to solve them 

efficiently was discussed in detail and enlisted the required texts and images for the web 

pages to ask for the customer. Project team stay focused and motivated towards the 

tasks that were assigned for a whole week’s agenda. The (Picture 13.) shows the 

Embedded codes in Service page of FIT.  

Picture 13. Embedded codes in service page of FIT.  

  

Quality and Assurance(Q/A):  

The second week’s agenda of Q&A was to focus on detecting errors in codes and web 

pages. Last week, the author conducted some of the auditing of the project and focused 

on testing and code review this week. The project team did software testing and a code 
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review of some of the projects. Also, they completed webpage reviews on Desktop, 

mobile, and iPad of the given projects. The Q/A team progressed on software testing 

and code reviews of various projects.  The projects that were ready for software testing 

were enlisted and divided the projects to each project member. A weekly meeting was 

held on Thursday and further updates and progress were encountered.  A meeting-

minute memo was updated. This week the author focused on the GUI test and BUG test 

of the project “Diginavi” with its desktop and mobile app for a whole week. The (Picture 

14.) shows the BUG test template provide by the FIRMA to the Q/A team.   

Picture 14. BUG test template.  

  

3.2.2  Weekly analysis   

  

Monday, 26th June 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

The first day of 2nd week’s agenda in Future Interactive Technologies (FIT) was to 

continue with the same plan and goals as the first week. Today, the author focused on 

text layouts, image size, margins and so on and later fixed some of the bugs in the web 

pages. The Service page that was created on the last week was edited with the texts 

and images layouts. After that, she added a new topic in the service page, Trainings and 

Workshops. The required texts and images were already provided by the customer 

beforehand during the kick-off meeting, so it was easier to use. The (Picture15.) shows 

the Training and Workshops project added in the Service page in FIT website.  
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 Picture15.Training and Workshops-Service page FIT.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

In Quality Assurance project, today the author continued with the software testing of the 

project “Diginavi” and started with the GUI test template. She detected some of the errors 

and bugs while testing the project and listed it all in the report. Both the desktop and 

mobile versions were tested in both English and Finnish website. The (Picture 16.) shows 

the sample of Diginavi 2.0 Mobile app GUI test.  

 Picture 16. Diginavi 2.0 Mobile app GUI testing.  
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Tuesday, 27th June 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

In Future Interactive Technologies (FIT) project, today the author’s plan was to redirect 

the navigation bars to its actual pages. All the texts and images that were used in the 

service page were formatted in correct margins and layouts. One last topic, Intellectual 

Property Licensing was added to the Service page on the website. The (Picture 17.) 

shows the project, Intellectual property licensing in the Service page of FIT.  

 

Picture 17. Intellectual property licensing-service page FIT.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

In the Quality Assurance (Q/A) project, Author’s plan was to continue with the testing 

of Diginavi project in desktop and mobile versions and prepare GUI test report. Also, she 

reviewed some codes of the Diginavi project and checked its Finnish web pages. The 

Diginavi project was supposed to be tested on iOS as well as android mobile app 

following the GUI test template according to the weekly agenda. The (Picture 18.) shows 

the test case sample of Mobile app GUI test of a Diginavi project.   
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 Picture 18. Mobile app GUI testing-Diginavi test case.  

  

Wednesday, 28th June 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

In Future Interactive Technologies (FIT), before creating a new web page for the website, 

the author finalized the Service page and focused on images and text format with the 

required margins and web page layouts. She checked whether all the reference links 

that were provided in the Service page were correct or not. And later, a new web page, 

Research and Innovation for the FIT was created. The (Picture 19.) shows the Research 

and Innovation page in FIT.  
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Picture 19. Research and Innovation page, FIT.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

The other half of the day, the author focused on the code review of the Diginavi project 

and updated the GUI test report of the project as well as checked the BUG test report. 

Both the IOS and android version of the mobile app was tested using a GUI test template. 

The (Picture 20.) shows the test report on IOS version of the Diginavi project.   

 

 Picture 20. Diginavi test report-IOS version.  

  

Thursday, 29th June 2023  
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Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

In the Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT), today the author created a context that 

was required in the Research and Innovation page. As the project team had followed the 

WordPress template theme of the FIRMA, it made the web developers easier to create 

a website provide by TUAS.  All the texts and images provide by the customer are added 

accordingly in the WordPress format. And for some styling of the text and font style, 

embedded coding is done under HTML, CSS, and JavaScript programming languages. 

The (Picture 21.) shows the AIIS- Research and Innovation project. 

 Picture 21. AIIS- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance(Q/A):   

In Q/A, a weekly meeting was held with the Project member and all the project members. 

There, the project team discussed about the progress that was done throughout the week 

and encountered some of the challenges during a whole week. They added a new 

agenda for next week and meeting minutes were updated with the goals and plans. After 

the weekly meeting, the author updated the GUI test report in the specific files and folders 

and continued working on testing the mobile app in android version after completing the 

IOS version. The (Picture 22.) shows the Diginavi testing in the android version.  
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Picture 22. Diginavi test-android version.   

  

Friday, 30th June 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Every Friday, the project had a weekly meeting with all the project team members and 

project managers. Today, in the weekly meeting, they discussed about the progress and 

the problems that raised in the project throughout this week and tried to discuss and find 

a better way of solution if anyone in the project team were facing any problems. After the 

weekly meeting, the projects updates were discussed briefly. Meeting minutes was done 

by the project manager. Later, after the meeting, the author continued working on the 

Research and Innovation page of the website. Today she added a new context in this 

page, MarISOT (Maritime Immersive Safe Oceans Technology). The (Picture 23.) shows 

the project MarISOT in Research and Innovation page in FIT.   
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 Picture 23. MarISOT- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):   

This Friday, the author finalized the testing of the project “Diginavi.” She completed 

mobile app testing iOS as well as android versions. All the documents of the testing 

reports were uploaded to the files and folders of Q/A teams' channel respectively so that 

it can be used by new Quality Assurance Teams when needed in future. The (Picture 

24.) was the screenshot of the FIRMA Quality Assurance Teams channel.  

  

Picture 24. The FIRMA Quality Assurance Teams Channel.  

  

3.2.3 Conclusion  

The conclusion of the second week of diary thesis observation was that the project team 

was successful in covering all the second week’s plans and goals that the team 
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discussed earlier. In FIT, the author added new topics and contexts and worked on texts, 

and images layout and formatting.  And in Q/A, this week the author completed testing 

of Diginavi and documented all the testing reports.   

  

3.3 Third Week (3rd July - 7th July)  

  

3.3.1  Objectives   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

The team followed second week’s goals and plan. New agenda was added in the 

following plans and goals and the team focused on editing of images, texts layouts. The 

correct links and references in website were added accordingly. The project team had a 

meeting with customer this week and the customer provided the missing documents, 

texts and images that were required for creating a website. Also, weekly meeting was 

held on Friday as usual, and the author continued with adding different contexts in the 

Research and Innovation page. The (Picture 25.) shows the Research and Innovation 

page in WordPress template.  

 

   

 Picture 25. Research and Innovation page in WordPress template.  

  

Quality and Assurance(Q/A):   

In Q/A team the author started new project “Varausapp” code review from this week. She 

focused on detecting errors in codes and webpage and tested the website in Desktop, 

mobile and iPad. Also, she worked on software testing and auditing of various projects. 
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The new project testing started this week. The (Picture 26.) shows the Code Review 

documentation in Q/A team's channel. 

 

Picture 26. Code Review documentation.  

  

3.3.2 Weekly analysis  

  

Monday, 3rd July 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Today the project team had a meeting with the customer. Meanwhile, communication 

between the project customer and all the team members was very frequent. The 

customer was quite satisfied with the progress that the project team had done within 

these 2 weeks. The project manager asked the customer for the missing materials, texts 

and images that was required in some of the web pages, and then the customer updated 

the project to the team.  After the meeting, the author continued with adding the new 

context in Research and Innovation page, Necoverse (Next Generation Training, Design 

and Operation Environment Utilizing Industrial Metaverse). The (Picture 27.) shows the 

new Necoverse project in Research and Innovation page in FIT.   
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Picture 27. Necoverse- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

In Quality Assurance (Q/A), today the author started a new project for testing and 

focused on code review of the Varausapp and detected some errors in the codes. In line 

number 1, the findings of the code review was the code expected a JSON object, array 

or literal and recommended in the code report for the array or literal Json in 

api/package.json. The (Picture 28.) shows the Code review (I) of Varausapp.  

 

Picture 28. Code review (I) of Varausapp.  

 

Table 1. Code review (I) - Varausapp.  
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Tuesday, 4th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

  

In FIT, today the author created a new context of the ARPA (Applied Research Platform 

for Autonomous) (Applied Research Platform for Autonomous Systems) in Research and 

Innovation page, an added the details of the budget from the text provided by the 

customer in WordPress text area. Also, the image with appropriate layout was formatted. 

The (Picture 29.) shows the project ARPA in Research and Innovation page in FIT.  

  

Picture 29. ARPA- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

In Quality assurance project, today the author continued with yesterday’s task that she 

focused rest of the day to the code review of the Varausapp.  She detected some of the 

bugs and errors in the codes and noted in the report. From line no. 1-4 in the codes, 

‘User’, ‘bcrypt’, ‘createError’, and ‘jwt’ are declared but their values are never read so 

she recommended in the code review report to clarify if the imports are needed in the 
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future development otherwise, just to delete those lines from the code. The (Picture 30.) 

shows the Code review (II) of the project Varausapp.  

 

Picture 30. Code review (II) -Varausapp. 

 

Table 2. Code review (II) – Varausapp.  

 

Wednesday, 5th July 2023  

 

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

In FIT, the author created a new context of the VTC (Virtual Training Certification) in 

Research and Innovation page today and enlisted the project details with the texts and 

images provided by the customer with a WordPress theme. And for image and text 

layouts, some of the CSS styling was done. The (Picture 31.) shows the project VTC 

(Virtual Training Certification) in Research and Innovation page in FIT.  
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Picture 31. VTC- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality and Assurance (Q/A):  

The author continued reviewing the codes of Varausapp. She detected more errors in 

codes in between the lines 10-21 and commented out an overstruck code. Here, the 

author recommends in the report to clarify if the commented out-lines are needed in the 

future development. Otherwise, just to delete those lines from the codes.  The (Picture 

32.) shows the Code review (III) the Varausapp.  

  

 Picture 32. Code review (III) -Varausapp.  
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Table 3. Code review (III) – Varausapp.   

 

Thursday, 6th July 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Today, the author started the day with adding a new context of COACH - Intelligent 

Human Technology Co-agency in Process Control, in the Research and Innovation page 

of the FIT website. The text and links were added in the text area of the WordPress 

theme. And for styling the page layout, CSS styling was done by adding the page layout 

of embedded code in the WordPress. Full width image of COACH, technology agency, 

provided by the customer was added. The (Picture 33.) shows the project COACH in the 

Research and Innovation in FIT.   

 

Picture 33. COACH- Research and Innovation.   

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  
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Today, the Q/A project team had a weekly meeting about the Quality and assurance of 

the project with the Project manager and other project members. They discussed all the 

progress of the tasks of this week and if any difficulties arise doing the assigned tasks. 

The project team evaluated themselves if they were able to succeed this week’s goal or 

not. Then the project manager prepared the agenda for next week as well and divide the 

tasks to all the project members for next week. Meeting minutes was updated with the 

new agenda. After the meeting, the author continued with the code review of the project 

Varausapp and decided to complete this project’s code review so that she can start the 

new assigned task form next week. Today she summarized and gave the feedback in 

the code review report. The (Picture 34.) shows the report of the summary of the code 

review of the project, Varausapp.  

  

  

 Picture 34. Summary of the code review- Varausapp.  

  

Friday, 7th July 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Every Friday, the FIT developer team had a weekly meeting with the project manager 

and all the project team members where they discuss about the progress in the assigned 

tasks the whole week with all the project members. The daily task of a project member 

is to add new context or topic in specific page. They add new given topic with the text 

and images with proper margin and layout of the web page. And if any materials are 

needed from customer, they discuss it on the weekly meeting so that the project manager 

can inform to the customer, so the tasks run smoothly and efficiently. Meeting minutes 

was updated with new goals and plans. Later after having a weekly meeting, the author 
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started working on the Research and Innovation page with adding a new topic, EDGE 

(Empowering Game Design Education) in it and added the project’s description and cost 

estimations.  The (Picture 35.) shows the project EDGE in the Research and Innovation 

in FIT.   

  

Picture 35. EDGE- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality and assurance (Q/A):  

The author completed all the code review of the project Varausapp and gave some 

feedback and summarization to the errors that she detected in the code. Today she 

wrapped of this project’s code review and documented all the reports of the Varausapp 

project in the files and folders in the Q/A teams in the FIRMA company. The (Picture 36.) 

shows the testing log update of the Varausapp.   

 

 Picture 36. Testin log update- Varausapp.  
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3.3.3 Conclusion   

Conclusion of the third week of diary thesis analysis and observation was that the author 

and other project team members in both projects were successful to meet the goal of this 

week. In Future Interactive Technologies (FIT), project, the author added the new 

contexts in the Research and Innovation page, and she will be continuing rest of the 

contexts and topics in following weeks. And in Quality Assurance project, she completed 

the code reviewing of the project Varausapp and documented all the code review reports 

on the Varausapp project of the company’s specific files and folders.  

 

3.4  Fourth Week (10th July - 14th July)  

  

3.4.1  Objectives  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

In Futuristic Interactive Technologies, this week the author continued with the third 

week’s plans and goal and focused on the Research and Innovation page by adding 

more project topics in the Research and Innovation page in the FIT website. The author 

tries to complete one project topic in a web page each day so that she can plan 

thoroughly. The (Picture 37.) shows the WordPress theme of Research and Innovation. 

 

  

Picture 37. WordPress theme of Research and Innovation page.   
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Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

A new project, “Project Gate” was started from this week. It is a project to create an app 

which connects all FITRMA projects, project managers, projects members to apply and 

choose the projects according to their interest. This project was approaching to its final 

stage, so the Q/A team decided to have a GUI and BUG test of this project to hand over 

the qualitative project to the FIRMA company. This app was tested both in desktop and 

mobile version. So, this week the author worked on GUI test and BUG test of the Project 

Gate. The (Picture 38.) shows the front page of the Project Gate app.  

 

6

Picture 38. Project Gate app.  

  

3.4.2 Weekly analysis  

  

Monday, 10th July 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Today its 1st day of 4th week of the thesis diary analysis and the author worked on the 

same web page that she has been working since last week. In Research and Innovation 

page, a new project topic, Virpa I, II, III was created and added the details of the project 

with the time durations and cost estimations. A brief detail about the project is attached 

from the text provided by the customer. Also, she focused on the page and text layouts 

and margins with some CSS stylings form the embedded coding layout of the 
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WordPress. The (Picture 39.) shows the project, VIRPA I, II, III in the Research and 

Innovation.  

  

 Picture 39. VIRPA I, II, III- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):   

According to this week’s agenda, the author started Q/A project task with GUI testing of 

the Project Gate. She followed the template provided by FIRMA. Also, she did some 

research on it and started to check the Windows, Icons and Images, fields, and boxes 

and so on today. The (Picture 40.) shows the GUI test contents of the Project, Project 

Gate.  
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Picture 40. Project Gate GUI test.   

  

Tuesday, 11th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

As Research and Innovation page consist of many contexts and topics to be added, it 

took more than a week. So, today the author added another new project topic, Immersive 

Audio Box in the Research, and Innovation page in the FIT marketing website. All the 

project details were updated in the web page. She added the full width image from the 

layout of the WordPress and similarly text and image layouts are created using the 

embedded code layout in the WP by using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript codes. The 

picture of the project was provided by customer, and she had added all the description 

and cost estimations of the project. The (Picture 41.)  shows how the ImA- Immersive 

Audio Box looks in Research and Innovation page.   
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 Picture 41. Immersive Audio Box- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

Other half of my day, the author focused on Quality Assurance (Q/A) project as usual. 

Today she continued with yesterday’s GUI test template of the Project Gate. She focused 

on Fields and boxes, accessibility, and some attachments in the project Gate app. Here 

is the example of test case in submit validation and limitations. The (Picture 42.) shows 

the GUI test case (I) of the Project Gate.  

  

Picture 42. GUI test case (I)- Project Gate.  

  

Wednesday, 12th July 2023  
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 Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):   

Smart Terminals- Harbour Environment is one of the projects focused on tailoring sensor 

use to improve and optimize harbours and ports functioning, for instance passenger 

flows in terminals, truck traffic in port area and ship turn-around at the sea, that Is 

included in Research and Innovation page. The author added the amazing pictures and 

the project details provided by the customer. The (Picture 43.) shows the project, Smart 

Terminals in Research, and Innovation in the WP.  

 

Picture 43. Smart Terminals- Research and Innovation.  

 

 Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

Today, the author continued the GUI test case of Project gate. In test case 40, icon 

labelling, the image was not labelled with ‘aria.labelledby’ attribute to help accessibility. 

In social media, Instagram page looks fine with the image carousel buy in FB page, it 

keeps loading for the long time in both desktop and mobile version. The (Picture 44.) 

shows the GUI test case (II) of the Project Gate. 
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Picture 44. GUI test case (II)- Project Gate.  

 

Thursday, 13th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Author’s today’s plan for Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT) was adding a new 

project topic in Research and Innovation web page. Operating culture of student 

entrepreneurial communities took a hit due to the pandemic. So, the goal of this project 

is to find digital platforms and solutions that enable student entrepreneurial communities 

to create and maintain their operating culture. She added all the project details, time 

duration and cost estimations in the web page thoroughly. The (Picture 45.) shows the 

project, TOVE- DIGI in Research and Innovation page of FIT.   

Picture 45. TOVE- DIGI- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  
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Today, the Q/A team had a weekly meeting with the project manager and all the project 

team members. They discussed all the progress that they made during the entire week 

and encountered some problems. They updated the meeting memos and added new 

plans and goals for next week. This week the author tried to complete all the BUG and 

GUI test of Project gate and do all documentation. So, after weekly meeting, she started 

to work on BUG test of Project Gate. Also, she checked all the description, steps to 

reproduce, expected result and actual result and all. The BUG test sample provided by 

the FIRMA was followed. The (Picture 46.9 shows the BUG test report of the project, 

Project Gate. 

 Picture 46. BUG test report - Project Gate.  

  

Friday, 14th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT):  

Today, the project team held a weekly meeting of Futuristic Interactive Technologies 

(FIT) project. The team enlisted all the tasks that the team were able to do and detected 

some problems throughout the week. They tried to discuss and solve them together in 

the meeting. A new goals and plans were updated for next week and all the tasks are 

divided to all the project members. They contacted to the project customer, updated 

about the progress in the project, and asked for the missing material from the FIT project 

for next week’s customer meeting. Thus, after the meeting, the author gets back to the 

Research and Innovation page and added a new project topic, VINCE, Virtual integration 

home – promoting inclusion and empowerment digitally. The (Picture 47.) shows the 

project, VINCE in Research and Innovation page in FIT.   
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 Picture 47. VINCE- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A):  

Today, the author checked the GUI test that she did yesterday and prepared a GUI test 

report of Project Gate. She documented all the GUI test and BUG test of this project in 

the specific files and folders of Project Gate of the FIRMA company. She completed all 

the testing and documentation of this project.   

Picture 48: Project gate testing report documentation  

 

3.4.3  Conclusion   

Conclusion of the fourth week of the diary analysis observation was that the author was 

able to meet the goal of this week successfully. She completed the assigned task for this 

week. In Future Interactive Technologies (FIT), project, she added the new contexts in 

the Research and Innovation page, and she will be continuing one last project topic next 

Monday and move to new web page after that in following weeks. And in Quality 
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Assurance project, the author completed the GUI and BUG test of the Project Gate. All 

the testing's reports and prepared and documented in the specific file and folders of the 

Project Gate.   

  

3.5  Fifth Week (17th July - 21st July)  

 

3.5.1  Objectives  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technology (FIT)   

In Futuristic Interactive Technologies, this week the author continued with the fourth 

week’s plans and goals. She completed the Research and Innovation page except a new 

project topic, VR Fast Track which I did this Monday. Afterall, she created a new Team 

page on the website. This page was quite different compared to other pages. This page 

introduces Research Group Lead, Senior Specialists, Lecturers, Project Specialist, 

Engineer, and Developers teams with their details. The project team started this week 

with a project customer meeting where the customer provided all the required materials, 

texts, images, reference links that were needed for the further development of the web 

site. The (Picture 49.) shows how the Team Page looks in WordPress template of FIT.   

 

Picture 49. Team Page in WordPress.    

 

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  
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After completing GUI test and BUG test of ‘Project Gate’ last week, this week’s agenda 

for Quality Assurance (Q/A) projects was to do the code review and GUI testing of the 

project ‘Digireactor.’ It is an app which was started to build during the pandemic for 

various new skills by TUAS students and it responds to the demand by creating a digital 

product development platform. The platform is implemented in English and creates a 

versatile digital product development network in the region.  This week the author did the 

code review of this project as well and at the end of this week, a GUI test was also 

conducted.  The (Picture 50.) shows the front page of Digireactor app. 

.   

 

Picture 50. Digireactor app.   

 

3.5.2  Weekly analysis  

  

Monday, 17th July 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Today the project team had a customer meeting where they checked up the progress of 

the project together and discussed all the planning and goals of the project. All the 

required materials are provided by the customer for the further progress of the project. 

The customer was happy with the progress till now what we had done in the project. The 

last project topic was left to do from the previous week in Research and Innovation page. 

So, today the author started working on the last topic of earlier page and then from 

tomorrow she will start to create a new page in WordPress. The VR Fast Track is one of 

the projects of FIT collaborating with Haga-Helia University of Applied Sciences OY. She 

enlisted all the description of the project along with its time duration and cost estimation. 

Full width image of VR Fast Track is used in the web page which is provided by the 
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project owner. The (Picture 51) shows how the VR Fast Track project looks like in the 

Research and Innovation page in FIT website. 

 

Picture 51. VR Fast Track- Research and Innovation.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

Today, the author started reviewing the codes of the Digireactor app. From the code 

snippet, she detected the errors that several values are declared but their values were 

never read in the code. And she wrote a recommended action to clarify if imports are 

needed in future development. Otherwise, these lines from 1-20 can be deleted. The 

(Picture 52.) shows the Code snippet (I) of the Digireactor app.  
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Picture 52. Code snippet (I) -Digireactor.  

 

 Table 4. Code review (I)- Digireactor. 

   

Tuesday, 18th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

From today, the author started creating a new page, TEAM in the FIT website. This page 

was quite different compared to other pages that I had created. This page consists of all 

the details of the project teams. She was provided the list of all project members, and 

she enlisted them to the FIT webpage accordingly.  She created a separate layout to 

distinct positions and started to update all the details of name, email, position, and 

LinkedIn link which can give direct access to their LinkedIn profile, respectively. Some 

CSS styling was done using the embedded code layout in WordPress. The (Picture 53.)  

shows how the Team frontpage looks like on the website. 
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Picture 53. Team frontpage.   

 

 Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

Today also, the author continued with the code review of the Digireactor app. She 

detected some of the errors and enlisted them in the code review report at the same 

time. In the file, welcomepage.js, Several variables were declared but their values are 

never read form line 5-18 in the mentioned snippet of the code. She recommended to 

clarify if the imports are needed in the future development, otherwise, those lines can be 

deleted. The (Picture 54.) shows the Code snippet (II) of the Digireactor app. 

 

  Picture 54.Code snippet (II) -Digireactor. 
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   Table 5. Code review (II)- Digireactor.  

  

Wednesday, 19th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Today, the author created a separate layout for the group of Engineers and Developer 

who was working in the FIT and she added the ID card layout tin the WordPress theme 

directly and added pictures, their positions, email address and the LinkedIn profile was 

added. Some CSS and JavaScript code were used to arrange the image and text layouts 

and margins. The (Picture 55.) shows the screenshot of Project Teams of FIT. 

 

Picture 55. Screenshot of Project Teams.   

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

The day was as usual as yesterday, the author continued with reviewing the codes and 

marked the errors in the code review report. In the file, components quiz.js, the stylesheet 

is declared but its value is never read in the code of line number 2. So, she noted in the 

code review report in recommendation actions to clarify the import is needed in the future 
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development and if not, the import need to be deleted from the 2nd line code. The (Picture 

56.) shows the Code snippet (III) of the Digireactor app.  

 

 

Picture 56. Code snippet (III) -Digireactor. 

 

 Table 6: Code review (III)- Digireactor  

  

  

Thursday, 20th July 2023:  

   

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

After adding all the details and information's of all the Futuristic Interactive Technologies 

(FIT) project team, the author added some embedded coding for the styling of text and 

image layouts in the page. The positions of the project team tittle were listed as Heading 

3. LinkedIn link was added in the additional details in the ID card layout in the WordPress. 

The (Picture 57.) shows the embedded code in WordPress template in the Service Page. 
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 Picture 57. Embedded Code in WP- Service Page.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

Today, Quality Assurance (Q/A) the project team had a weekly meeting where they 

discussed about the goals and progress and how much the team succeed with the tasks 

that were assigned for this week. They discussed and tackled about the problems that 

raised throughout the week. The meeting minutes memo was updated. And new agenda 

for next week was created. The plans and goals for next week was described and the 

task was divided to all the project members accordingly. After the meeting, the author 

continued with the code review of Digireactor app. The  (Picture 58.) shows the code 

snippet (IV) of the Digireactor app.  

  

   

  Picture 58. Code snippet (IV) -Digireactor.  
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 Table 7. Code review (IV)- Digireactor.  

  

  

Friday, 21st July 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

In Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT), the project team held the weekly meeting 

today and discussed all the plans and goals of this week and how well the project 

progressed. All the problems and difficulties throughout the entire week was discussed 

in the meeting. Meeting minutes was updated and a new agenda for next week was 

created with. The tasks for next week were divided accordingly to all the project 

members. After the meeting, the author continued with editing the text and image layouts 

of the Team’s page. The (Picture 59.) shows the WordPress template of Service page. 

 

 Picture 59. WordPress template –Service page. 

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

After completing reviewing of the code yesterday, the author started for the GUI test of 

the same project, Digireactor app rest of the day where she followed the GUI test 

template provided from the FIRMA and researched some GUI templates as well for 
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various web sites. She checked the Windows, Icon and image resolutions, buttons and 

links that were used in the app and all the checkboxes and the radio buttons. In the GUI 

test template, the contents that she covered were shown in the following screenshot. The 

Picture 60) shows the GUI test plan of the Digireactor app.  

  

Picture 60.GUI test plan- Digireactor. 

  

3.5.3 Conclusion   

The conclusion of the fifth week of the diary analysis observation was that the author 

was able to meet the goal of this week successfully. She completed all the assigned 

tasks for this week. In Future Interactive Technologies (FIT), project, she completed the 

Team page by adding all the details and information of each project team member from 

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT) and added the images and the LinkedIn links, 

respectively. In the Quality Assurance project, she completed the code review and the 

GUI test report of the Digireactor app project.  All the code review report and GUI testing 

reports were updated, and they were documented in the specific file and folders in the 

Digireactor project.   

  

  

3.6  Sixth week (24th July - 28th July)  

   

3.6.1  Objectives  
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Futuristic Interactive Technology (FIT)  

Coming up to 6th week of the diary thesis analysis, the author had completed 3 different 

web pages that was assigned to do. Rest of the pages were covered by other project 

members. And the project members completed all the pages that were required in the 

FIT marketing website. Some of the materials were missing and text and image layouts 

and margins were to be fixed still on the website.  According to the weekly meeting that 

was held on last Friday and the customer meeting last week, this week our FIT project 

team were creating a web page in the Finnish language version. So, they had to change 

all the texts to the Finnish language and Finnish version of the web page is created for 

each of the page. The author created the Finnish version of the web site of the same 

web pages that was created in English on last weeks. Every layout, image, templates 

was same but only the English texts were converted to the Finnish language. As the 

author was a non- Finnish speaker, one of the Finnish team members from the project 

helped to translate the texts which made much easier to work on it. The (Picture 61.) 

shows how a WordPress pages looks like after created a Finnish version of the web 

pages in FIT. 

 

Picture 61. WordPress pages in English and Finnish version. 

  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)   
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This week’s goal of Quality Assurance (Q/A) project was to work on the project called 

‘EntreFox ‘where the author did the GUI testing and BUG testing. Later at the end of the 

week, a testing report was done. As other project’s testing, she followed GUI test 

template that was provided to the Q/A team by the FIRMA company. Furthermore, she 

followed some of the tutorials and websites to know more about the GUI test as well as 

BUG test. The (Picture 62.) shows the EntreFox testing documentations in Q/A teams.  

  

 Picture 62. EntreFox testing documentations in Teams.  

  

  

3.6.2  Weekly analysis  

  

Monday, 24th July 2023   

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Today, the author started by creating a Service page in Finnish which is called “Palvelut.” 

As the author was non-Finnish, one of the project team members helped to translate the 

texts into the Finnish language and later she copy-pasted the texts in Finnish. Rather 

than that all the images, layouts, and margins were like the English page.  The (Picture 

63.) shows the front page of Service which is called Palvelut in the Finnish language.  
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 Picture 63. Service – Palvelut. 

  

 Quality Assurance(Q/A) 

Today, the author started the EntreFox project’s GUI test in Quality Assurance (Q/A). 

Like previous projects, she followed the GUI test template provided by the FIRMA. All 

the Icons and Image resolutions were checked, and the buttons and the links were tested 

in the EntreFox project. Fields, boxes, and accessibility were also tested and noted in 

the GUI test report. The (Picture 64.) shows the contents of the GUI test of the Entrefox 

projects. 

Picture 64. EntreFox GUI test. 

  

Tuesday, 25th July 2023  
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Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Same as the Service page, which the author created yesterday, she created the Finnish 

version of the web page, Research, and Innovation, which is called “Tutkkimus and 

Innovaatio” in the Finnish language. The team member translated the texts as the author 

was not a Finnish speaker and pasted the Finnish text in the web page that she created. 

Rather than the text, everything was as similar as in the English site of the Research and 

Innovation page. The (Picture 65.) shows the Research and Innovation page in Finnish 

which is called Tutkimus & Innovaatio. 

 

  

Picture 65. Research and Innovation – Tutkimus & Innovaatio.  

 

Quality Assurance  

Today also, the author continued with the GUI testing of the EntreFox project where she 

did the element scaling with different resolutions. She found out that the scaling was 

consistent, but some elements had a lot of empty Spaces reserved around. So, this was 

not the valid one. She completed all other components of the GUI test of the EntreFox 

project. The (Picture 66.) shows the element scaling with different resolutions in the GUI 

test of the project EntreFox. 
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 Picture 66. GUI test- Element scale of EntreFox. 

 

Wednesday, 26th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Likewise, for the other pages, Service, Research and Innovation page, the author 

created a Finnish version of webpage of the Team page as well which is called “Tiimi” in 

Finnish. Here also, the headings and topics were translated to Finnish language by one 

of the Finnish team members of the project and all other details remains similar as 

compared to the English version of the Team page. The images, page layouts remain 

same. The (Picture 67.) shows the Team page in Finnish version which is called Tiimi.  

 

 Picture 67. Team – Tiimi.  
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Quality Assurance  

After doing the GUI test, the author focused today for the BUG test report of the project, 

Entrefox. BUG test is different than GUI test. Today, she tested on 3 different topics of 

the project, UI/UX, React native and code.  The severity was minor to UI/UX and for 

React native it was the minor severity that the expected result was no errors mentioning 

deprecated or soon-to-be-components.   The (Picture 68.) shows the BUG report (I) of 

the EntreFox project. 

  

 Picture 68. BUG report (I) EntreFox.  

  

Thursday, 27th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

The author completed creating the web pages in the Finnish version as well by this week, 

but some more editing with texts was left to do. So, today, she focused on the Finnish 

text of the Service page that was translated by the project team member. I checked if 

any of the details were missing on the Service page. Here is a screenshot of the Service 

page created in the Finnish version.  The (Picture 69.) shows the WordPress text area 

on the Service page in Finnish.   
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 Picture 69. WordPress text page Service in Finnish.   

  

Quality Assurance  

Today, the Q/A project team held a weekly meeting with all the Project members and the 

project manager. They discussed and checked the progress of the project and enlisted 

what they did and what is left to do with the projects in Quality Assurance. Meeting 

minutes were updated and the new plans and goals from next week were updated. The 

task for next week was divided among each project member. Afterall, the author 

continued with the BUG test report which she did yesterday and focused on the 

components UI/UX and codes where the severity was minor, and the error message was 

prompted and figured out that the UI looked clean, and all elements have a clear purpose, 

and the boxes clutter the UI, and their purpose was unknown. The (Picture 70.) shows 

the BUG report (II) of the EntreFox project.  

  

 Picture 70. BUG report (II) EntreFox.  
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Friday, 28th July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Today, the last day of the 6th week, FIT team had a weekly meeting of this project FIT. 

they discussed all the progress that we did during this entire week. Since all the required 

web pages were created by all the project members, the project was approaching to its 

final phase. They will be focusing on the texts and image layouts; the web page margins 

and so on. They updated the meeting minutes memo of this weekly meeting and enlisted 

the missing documents, images and texts that were required in the web pages from the 

customer. Overall, all the project team members were succeeded to complete the 

assigned task by this week. So, they will be focusing on the basic editing in the web 

page. After the meeting and discussion, the author continued to edit the texts and images 

layouts on all the web pages that she created. The (Picture 71.) shows the WordPress 

text page on the Research and Innovation page in Finnish.  

 Picture 71. WordPress text page Research and Innovation in Finnish.  

   

Quality Assurance   

Coming to the end of the 6th week, the author checked the GUI test and BUG test of the 

EntreFox project that she completed and encountered that some of the test cases were 

missing in the GUI test. So, she focused on the GUI test today as well. The fields were 

not marked clearly, and the validations was required in the project because the bottoms 

of the page clearly stated that each question should be answered, but the required fields 

are not separately indicated in the questionnaires. And what she suggested in the GUI 
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test report was an asterisk could be added to required fields, although this might not be 

necessary with the given context.  The (Picture 72.) shows the summary of BUG test of 

the EntreFox project. 

 

  

 Picture 72. Summary of BUG test EntreFox. 

  

3.6.3  Conclusion   

Conclusion of the sixth week of the diary analysis observation was that the author was 

able to meet the goal of this week successfully. She completed the assigned task for this 

week. In Future Interactive Technology (FIT), project, the author created the Finnish 

version of the web pages. Some of the text layouts, image size and resolutions, margins 

and formats are still on editing and updating process which she will be continuing next 

week.  And in Quality Assurance project, the author completed the code review and the 

GUI test and BUG test of the project, EntreFox. The testing reports were prepared and 

documented in the respective files and folders of the EntreFox project in the FIRMA 

Quality Assurance team's channel.   
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3.7  Seventh week (31st July - 4th July)  

 

3.7.1 Objectives  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Coming to the final week of diary thesis analysis, the Futuristic Interactive Technologies 

(FIT) project team had been able be meet all the goals and create a successful marketing 

website for FIT with the necessary web pages with its contexts. Some final changes with 

some editing and updating some details to the web pages will be done this week. The 

project team has a customer meeting every Monday, and he will be providing all the 

missing texts, reference links, and images. The customer was happy with the project 

team’s progress coming to the final phase. They had a weekly meeting held on Friday 

as usual and did the final check-up of all the web pages before the handover of the 

project to the customer. The meeting minutes memo was updated, and all the 

documentation of the project was done by the Project manager. The customer of the 

project was invited to the weekly meeting day, and they did the final checking of the 

project together and went through each of the pages and details. The project was happily 

handed overed to the customer.  The (Picture 73.) shows what a front page of the website 

looks like of FIT. 

Picture 73. Front page of FIT. 

 

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

Coming to the 7th week, the final week of the thesis diary analysis, the author did many 

software testing as well as code reviews. Also, she did audit of many internal and external 

projects of the FIRMA. And learned in detail about BUG test and GUI test procedures. 
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Quality Assurance (Q/A) is an ongoing project, and it will be an ongoing, never-ending 

project of the FIRMA in the long term until there will be internal and external projects. 

The project team had a weekly meeting every Thursday as usual and they enlisted all 

the projects in which they did the software testing, code reviews, and auditing. Also, they 

checked if all the projects that they had worked on were documented properly or not and 

in specific files and folders of the company. This week the author focused on one of the 

projects, “KITT “where she did the GUI test and the website testing in the desktop and 

mobile versions. Later at the end of the week checked al whether all the testing reports, 

code review reports and the audit reports were re-documented properly or not.  (Picture 

74.) show.) shows the front page of the KITT website. 

 

  

Picture 74. KITT website.  

  

3.7.2 Weekly analysis  

  

Monday, 31st July 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Coming to the first day of the last week of the diary thesis analysis, all assigned tasks 

were completed throughout this week in Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT) 

website. Some of the text layouts, updates and margins were left to do with the final 

check-ups. Today, the author added the LinkedIn links of Technology and Business 

sectors. The links can be opened directly or visiting the LinkedIn sites. The (Picture 75.) 

shows the LinkedIn posts in Front page of FIT.  
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 Picture 75. LinkedIn links in Front page of FIT. 

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

KITT, Kansalainen IT-TUKI is a website that offers all Turku residents free help and 

guidance related to IT problems which operates as a part of Turku University of Applied 

Sciences (TUAS). It is a website created by a group of FIRMA project members and our 

Quality Assurance (Q/A) project was supposed to do the web test in desktop as well as 

mobile versions and later GUI test was also conducted. Today, the author focused on 

the web test of the KITT website in desktop version and made a web test report of it. The 

(Picture 76.) shows the website review summary (I) of the KITT. 

  

Picture 76. Website review summary (I) KITT. 

  

Tuesday, 1st August 2023  
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Futuristic Interactive Technology (FIT)  

While doing the final overview of the website, the author found out that some of the 

student theses were not updated on the Education page of the FIT website. So, the 

updated all the details of the student theses with the name of the author, the year of its 

publication, language, and the title of the thesis. The theses published don 2023 were 

updated on the Education page of FIT. The (Picture 77.) shows the student theses 

updated on the Education page. 

 

 Picture 77. Student theses updated in Education page. 

 

 Quality Assurance (Q/A)   

As of yesterday, the author continued to do the web test of KITT in the desktop version 

and focused more on the bottom of the site. She figured out that there were no links 

attached to the logos in addition to at least the Turku UAS logo in it. So, she reported 

that the Footer part needs to be improved with spacing in the Service details. The 

(Picture 78.) shows the website review summary (II) of the project, KITT.  
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Picture 78. Website review summary (II) KITT.  

 

 

Wednesday, 2nd August 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technology (FIT)  

After updating the latest student theses yesterday in the Education page, what the author 

identified during the overall review of the website was that some of the latest publications 

of the articles were missing in the list in the Publication page. As a group and together 

with other research groups and partners, FIT project members got published over the 

last years tens of papers, most of them for international congresses and it is ongoing. 

The (Picture 79.) shows the list of publications updated in Publication page.  
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 Picture 79. List of publications updated in Publication page. 

 

 Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

In Q/A, after reviewing the website in the desktop version, today the author focused on 

the web test of the KITT website in the mobile version. All the links worked as same as 

in the desktop app but there were some changes in the image and text layout of the 

‘Blog’ page in the mobile version. Also, what she identified was that when clicking the 

links, this yellow underscore shown in the screenshot falls short at the beginning which 

does not happen on the desktop version of the website. The (Picture 80.) shows the 

screenshot of the KITT web test on mobile.  

  

Picture 80. Web test on mobile.   
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Thursday, 3rd August 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

After the overall check-up, the project of creating a marketing website for FIT has been 

completed by our project team. Today the project team did a final report of the whole 

project. All the project team member filled up the final report with all the tasks that they 

did during the 7 weeks entire duration. The total outcome of the project was 14 different 

pages on the website in which 7 were in English version and 7 were in Finnish version. 

The (Picture 81.) shows the final report of FIT explaining in a brief about each of the web 

pages.  

   

 Picture 81. Final report of FIT.  

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)   

In Quality Assurance (Q/A), today the author had the last weekly meeting of the 7 weeks 

diary thesis. As Q/A is an ongoing and will be ongoing project in future, some of other 

project members continued the project with new project members upcoming from the 
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next week. The team discussed all the progress that they did on this week and discussed 

the problems together. After KITT web test, the author was supposed to do the GUI test 

of the same project so after the weekly completed, and continued the project with the 

GUI test with the contents that were in the GUI test template provided by the FIRMA. The 

(Picture 82.) shows the contents of the GUI test of the project KITT.  

  

Picture 82. KITT GUI test.  

  

Friday,4th August 2023  

  

Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT)  

Today the last day of the diary thesis analysis, the project had a weekly meeting as usual. 

As this week was the project closing week, the project team invited project customer to 

our weekly meeting. They viewed the website overall along with the customer. The 

customer was fully satisfied with all the task that they had done and even better with the 

group discussions and suggestions together with the team. The better communication 

and team work always helps to complete the project successfully. Also, the project team 

created a document including guide to the FIT website so that it can be edit and updated 

easily in the future. They wrote all the details about how the project team created the 

successful website using WordPress. The FIT web developer team handed the project 
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with access to every documentation related with this Futuristic Interactive Technologies 

(FIT) project. Thus, the project group ended the project happily in 7 weeks' time 

duration.  The  (Picture 83.) show the report related with the guide to FIT website. 

 

  

 Picture 83. Guide to FIT website. 

  

Quality Assurance (Q/A)  

As yesterday, the author continued with the GUI test of the KITT website and focused on 

the image resolution, elements scaling is and so on and prepared a GUI test report. 

Later, at the end of the day, she documented all the reports to the specific files and 

folders of Q/A team's channel and inform it to the project manager. The (Picture 84.) 

shows the Image resolutions in the GUI test of the project KITT.  
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Picture 84. Image resolutions- KITT GUI test.  

 

3.7.3  Conclusion   

Conclusion of the seventh week, the final week of the diary analysis observation was 

that the author was able to meet the goals of this week successfully. She completed all 

the assigned task for this week. In Futuristic Interactive Technologies (FIT), project, she 

reviewed the website overall as well as updated and edited the pages where needed. 

The project team was able to create a successful marketing website of FIT and hand 

over the project to the customer happily with all the documentations and access to all 

the files and folders of the website. And in Quality Assurance project, the author 

completed the web test and the GUI test a KITT website. The reports were done and 

documented in the respective files and folders of the KITT’s teams' channel in the 

FIRMA.   
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4 CONCLUSION 

Completing the 7-week diary report highlighted its value as a significant learning 

opportunity. Through authoring this thesis and observing the results of tasks undertaken, 

progress became evident over a fleeting period, working on two different projects and 

engaging with real-life customers. The transition from theoretical learning in school and 

books to practical training presented unexpected challenges, offering a stark contrast to 

initial expectations.  

 

Real-life issues often arise unexpectedly and can be novel in nature. The experience 

taught the author to approach and resolve problems not only with technical skills but also 

through effective problem-solving strategies and mindset.  

 

The analysis of this thesis diary underscored the necessity of acquiring a broad range of 

skills and technologies to excel as a software engineer. Documenting the thesis report 

was beneficial, aiding in the author's progression. The project revealed both strengths 

and areas for further study, helping to chart a future path focused on learning, self-

development, and goal achievement. Managing time effectively across both projects was 

crucial, as each presented unique and significant challenges. The roles of self-

assessment and teamwork were identified as key to success.  

 

Skill improvement in WordPress was noted, recognizing the web-centric nature of the 

field. The pursuit of deeper knowledge in HTML tagging and CSS styling was seen as 

advantageous, despite WordPress not requiring it. Successfully developing a marketing 

website using WordPress software and contributing as a Quality Assurance specialist in 

various FIRMA projects enhanced the overall project quality before delivery to clients. 

  

From the start of the thesis diary analysis, noticeable development in problem-solving 

skills and a boost in confidence were observed. The author demonstrated fast-learning 

capabilities, primarily through self-education and reflection. This journey reinforces a 

timeless truth applicable in all fields, particularly in information technology: there is 

always more to learn, with readiness for ongoing updates and learning being essential. 

Although the study period may conclude, the lifelong journey as a software developer is 

just beginning, filled with continuous updates and perpetual learning.  
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